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an
Onceastuteuponanda time,
bene-

sought to understandthe factors that underlie cognitive
skills in domains like chess
play, problem solving in
mathematics and physics,
medical diagnosis, musical
composition, and more. Let
us see how that storyhas unfolded and, at the end, appraise the chess master's
chances.

ficent leader in a Effectiveproblemsolving, sound decision making, insightful
remote country anticipated invention-dosuchaspectsofgoodthinkingdependmoreon deep
increasingaggression from a expertisein a specialtythan on reflectiveawarenessandgeneral
researchand
territory-hungry neighbor strategies?Overthe past thirtyyears,considerable
nation. Recognizing that the controversyhave surroundedthis issue. An historicalsketchof
neighbor had more military the argumentsfor the strongspecialist positionand the strong
might, the leader concluded generalist positionsuggeststhateachcamp,in its own way, has
that his people would have oversimplified
the interaction
betweengeneralstrategicknowledge
to out-think, rather than andspecialized
domainknowledge.
Wesuggesta synthesis:General
overpower, the enemy. Un- and specializedknowledgefunctionin closepartnership.Weex- The Heart of the
Issue
and considerits implications
distinguished in its military plorethe natureof this partnership
armament and leadership, for educationalpractice.
Some sharpening of the
the country did have one reproblemis needed at the outmarkableresource:the reignset. At issue is the generality
of cognitive skill. Is skillful
ing world chess master, undefeated for over twenty years. "Aha," the leader said to
thought-demandingperformancerelativelycontext-bound,
or does it principallyreflect use of general abilitiesof some
himself, "we will recruitthis keen intellect, honed so long
on the whetstone of chess, teach him some politicsand milisort?
and
with
then
outmaneuver
the
the
There can be little doubt that some aspects of cognitive
tary theory
enemy
help
of his genius."
skill are quite general: IQ and g for general intelligence
A fanciful tale, to be sure, but consider the leader's plan
measure a side of human intellectualfunctioning that corfor a moment: Is it disastrously naive, possibly helpful, or
relates with effective performanceover a wide range of acaa pretty good bet? In fact, the tale has no definite concludemic and nonacademic tasks. For this aspect of cognitive
sion. Rather,it is the beginning of another tale, a tale about
skill, the answer is in, and favors generality. By way of
psychology and the human intellectthat researchis gradual- qualification,however, argumentscan be made that giftedness in particulardomains, such as music, reflects neuroly spinning. Questions like that of the chess master's
politicaland militarypotential stand in the center of one of
logically based, relatively inborn aspects of intelligence
the most puzzling and important issues that cognitive
(Gardner, 1983). These arguments have been somewhat
and
has
the
roles
of
of
addressed:
controversial
but certainly have a considerable following.
psychology
general
At any rate, neitherg nor any more specialized aspect of
context-specificknowledge in thinking.
Within the discipline of psychology and across three decin intellecgiftedness speaks directlyto the role of knowledge
tual functioning. And it's obvious that knowledge counts
ades, very different voices might be heard sizing up the
chances of the chess master. One says, "Basically,the chess
for a lot. Without considerableexperience, the most gifted
masterplays chess well because he knows the moves of the
individual cannot play chess, repair a car, play the violin,
or prove theorems. Indeed, recentresearchon g argues that
game well. There's no reason at all why that knowledge
should carry over powerfully to political or military matit wields its influence on performancebywayof knowledge:
ters." Another voice counters: "Well, there are analogies
People with high g tend to performwell because they have
to be mined between chess and mattersof politicaland milia rich knowledge base, the direct determinant of performance (Hunter, 1986).And people with a lower g but more
tary strategy. Control of the center, for example-that's a
in
in
and
but
also
war."
chess,
politics
knowledge than those with high g will usually perform
principle important
better-it's the knowledge that counts, rather than g.
Still anothervoice emphasizes not the transferrableaspects
The question is, which kind of knowledge counts mostof chess skill but general problem solving abilities:"Above
all, a chess player is a problem solver, needing to plan
ahead, explore alternatives, size up strategic options, just
as a politician or military tacticiandoes. So we might expect a lot from the chess master."
Whichof these voices speaks with most authority?Or do
DAVIDPERKINSis at the Harvard UniversityGraduate
Schoolof
we need to listen for another voice altogether,stating some
Massachusetts
02138.GAVRIELSALOMON
Education,Cambridge,
more complicated opinion? On this question has hung a
is at the Departmentof Communication,
Universityof Arizona,
deal
of
as
have
research,
Tucson,Arizona85721.
good
psychological
psychologists
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general knowledge of how to think well, or specific knowledge about the detailed ins and outs of a field? General
knowledge includes widely applicablestrategiesfor problem
solving, inventive thinking, decision making, learning, and
good mental management, sometimes called autocontrol,
or metacognition.
In chess, for example, very
autoregulation,
specific knowledge (often called local knowledge) includes
the rules of the game as well as lore about how to handle
innumerable specific situations, such as different openings
and ways of achieving checkmate.Of intermediategenerality are strategic concepts, like controlof the center,that are
somewhat specific to chess but that also invite far-reaching
application by analogy.
There is an obvious partialanswer to the question, "what
counts most?" It's plain that some localknowledge is necessary; one can't play chess without knowing the rules of the
game, after all. But that partial resolution misses the real
in attainingmastery?Does it lie
issue-where is the bottleneck
in acquiring a deep and detailed knowledge of chess,
whereas anyone can learn whatever general thinking strategies are needed? Or does it lie in becoming reflective and
cultivatingthe general thinking strategies, whereas anyone
can learn the relevant particularsof the game?
These different theories write different endings to the
chess master'sstory. If he is masterfulin virtueof his general
savvy about the use of his mind, the chess master might
carryit over to the political and militaryrealms. At the opposite extreme, if his mastery depends on richly developed
local knowledge of chess, the chances seem slender.
Such enigmas arise in every domain and bringwith them
fundamental questions about educational design. Should
we teach entirelyfor richlydeveloped local knowledge, subject matterby subjectmatter?Or should we invest a significant portion of educationalresources in developing general
skills of problem solving, self-management,and so on? Or,
indeed, does this dichotomy obscure some important factors? To work toward an answer, let us examine the controversy, adopting a broad-stroke historical perspective
without pretense of reconstructing events in detail.
Before the Fall: The Golden Age of General Heuristics
Thirtyyears ago, it was widely thought that good problem
solving and other intellectualperformancesreflectedgeneral
strategies(supported by g) operatingon whatever database
of knowledge happened to be needed. True abilityresided
in the general strategies, with the database an incidental
necessity.
One source of this perspective was the mathematician
Gyorgy Polya's analysis of mathematicalproblem solving
(Polya, 1954, 1957). Polya argued that the formalities of
mathematicalproof and derivationhad little to do with the
realwork of problemsolving in mathematics.Although such
formalities were the evening dress of journal publication,
success in finding solutions depended on a repertoire of
heuristics,general strategiesfor attackinga problemthat did
not guaranteea solution, but often helped. Polya discussed
such heuristics as breaking a problem into subproblems,
solving simpler problems that reflected some aspect of the
main problem, using diagrams to represent a problem in
differentways, and examining special cases to get a feel for
a problem. Polya spoke to mathematicalproblem solving
specifically,but many of the heuristicshe emphasized were
plainly applicable to problems of all sorts, which encour-

aged the notion that problem solving could be viewed as
a general ability and mathematicalproblem solving simply
a special case.
Another source of encouragementwas early work on Artificial Intelligence (AI), the design of computer programs
to carry out processes such as chess playing or theorem
proving that, in a human being, would be considered intelligent. The "GeneralProblemSolver" was one outstanding
example (Ernst& Newell, 1969;Newell & Simon, 1972).Developed around 1957 by Alan Newell, J. P. Shaw, and
Herbert Simon, this program relied on a flexible heuristic
called means-end
analysis.Input to the programincluded information about a beginning state, an end state (the goal)
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and allowable operations on states, all in a compact notation. Many simple puzzles and problems in logic could be
cast into this form. The programpursued a chain of operations for transformingthe beginning state into the end state.
It did so by comparing and contrasting the beginning with
the end state and seeking an operation that would reduce
the contrast-a means that would bring the beginning state
closer to the end state. After executing that operation, the
program would seek another operation to reduce the contrast yet further, and so on. If it encountered a cul-de-sac
that forbade further progress, the programwould back up
and try another path. There were other sophisticated
features as well. Here again, as in the perspective of Polya,
it appeared that problem solving power lay in some rather
general principles, systematically applied to whatever the
relevant database of knowledge happened to be.
A host of factors-its generating interesting data; its accord with intuitions about the value of analytic ability; its
economy, elegance, and availabilityto testing in computer
models-reinforced the position that good thinking depended in considerablepart on a repertoireof rather general heuristic knowledge. Many such heuristics were identified, heuristics for problem solving, memorizing, inventive thinking, decision making, general mental management, and so on (cf. Nickerson, Perkins, & Smith, 1985).
As to local knowledge, the part of knowledge specific to a
domain like chess or mathematics, it was thought not very
important. Of course, one had to have it. But there really
wasn't much to it beyond a few rules in the case of chess,
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a few axioms in the case of a mathematicalsystem, and so
on. There didn't seem to be enoughto knowabout such databases to make them central to thinking ability.
The Power of the Particular
The golden age could not last. Even then, certain results
in the literaturegave warning that all was not well with this
pictureof generalheuristicsdrivingintellectualperformance.
In the years to come, a wave of compelling findings would
cast profound doubt on the centrality of general ability in
human thinking,particularlyabilitybased on heuristics.The
gathering force of contrary findings falls neatly into three
parts:the argumentfromexpertise,the argumentfromweak
methods, and the argument from transfer.
The argumentfrom expertise. Investigatorseven duringthe
golden age were discovering that the seeming smallness of
the databasedemanded by chess, symboliclogic, and other
favoriteareas of researchwas deceptive. To be sure, chess,
for example, looked like a game of general reasoning applied to a few specific rules. It seemed that all a player
needed to do was to know the rules and reason well about
options and consequences: "If I move there, my opponent
might move there, but then I could. ..., but then my opponent could... ", and so on. But close observation showed
that there was much more to it.
Research on the games of grand master chess players
showed that their tacticsdepended on an enormous knowledge base of important patterns of chess pieces-not only
the standardpatternssuch as pins, forks,and rookson open
files, but far more, with a diversity and complexity not
recognized by the chess masters themselves. Expertchess
players reasoned about the game using these chunk-like
configurations, rather than thinking about one piece at a
time, and so had much more power to think ahead and devise strategies than a simple command of the rules would
afford.
The classicexperimentsdemonstratingthis began with examinations of the reputed ability of grand master players
to memorizethe layoutof pieces on a chess boardat a glance
(Chase & Simon, 1973; de Groot, 1965). The experiments
showed that experts could indeed do this-but only if the
chess pieces' positions had emerged in the natural course
of play, not if the same pieces were arrangedrandomly on
the board. Beginning players did just as well as the grand
mastersin recallingrandom layouts and, significantly,their
recall did not improve on the layouts that emerged in the
course of a game. These results showed that the grand
masters knew something very powerful, but ven, specificto
chess,else they would have done well on the randomlayouts
too. Chase and Simon (1973)used certain approximations
to estimate the grand master chess player's repertoire of
something like fifty thousand chess-specificconfigurations,
or schemata,as they are usually called, that provide the
"chunks" that the grand master thinks with.
The experiments in chess inspired similar studies in a
number of areas, with parallel findings. A general profile
of expertise began to emerge (cf. Glaser, 1984;Rabinowitz
& Glaser, 1985): Expert performance entailed (a) a large
knowledge base of domain-specificpatterns (for example,
typicalconfigurationsof pieces in chess, typicaluses of conservationlaws in physics);(b) rapidrecognitionof situations
where these patterns apply; and (c) reasoning that moves
18

from such recognition directly toward a solution by working with the patterns, often called forwardreasoning.
In contrast, novices tended not to see the relevant patterns, because they did not know them or lacked rapid
recognition-likeaccess to them. Novices often based their
reasoning on superficialproblemcontent, for instancetreating inclinedplane problemssimilarlywhen differentphysics
principlesapplied. Novices often solved problemsby focussing first on the unknown and seeking equations or rules
that bridged back from the unknown toward the givens. If
they found equations or rules, then they plugged in the
reasoning
givens to determine the unknown. This backward
ran opposite to experts' forward reasoning from givens
toward the unknown. These contrastsbetween experts'and
novices' performancesemerged in such domains as physics
problemsolving (e.g. Chi, Feltovich,& Glaser, 1981;Larkin,
1982; Larkin,McDermott,Simon, & Simon, 1980a;Larkin,
McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980b), mathematicalproblem solving (Schoenfeld& Herrmann,1982),computerprogramming(Ehrlich& Soloway, 1984),and medicine(Elstein,
Shulman, & Sprafka, 1978; Patel & Groen, 1986). The investigations came to be known as research on expertise,
because the account of proficient performances was so
compelling.
These studies of expertise revealed the naivete in a key
premise of the golden age. To be sure, chess, symboliclogic,
Newtonian physics, and so on, each involved a fairly parsimonious foundationof basic rules or axioms. Nonetheless,
experts depended on a much richer database, an elaborate
superstructureof ramificationserected on top of the parsimonious foundation. General heuristics appeared to be
no substitute for the rich database of ramifications,stored
in memory, accessed by recognition processes, and ready
to go. Indeed, the broadheuristicstructureof expertas contrasted to novice problem solving-the reasoning forward
rather than reasoning backward-seemed attributablenot
to any heuristic sophistication on the part of the experts,
but to the driving influence of the experts' rich database.
Generalheuristicsno longerlooked as centralor as powerful.
The argument from weak methods. Workin AI, although
it initially supported the idea that general heuristics drive
skillful problemsolving, also began to take a differentturn.
To be sure, programslike the GeneralProblemSolvercould
solve some rather simple formal problems, such as those
in elementary symbolic logic. But these generic programs
seemed quite helpless in complex problemsolving domains
such as chess play, integrating mathematicalexpressions,
or medical diagnosis. In contrast, programsdesigned specificallyfor those knowledge domains scored significantsuccesses (Boden, 1977;Rich, 1983). In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the AI community became increasingly aware of
these successes, and many investigatorsbegan to lay their
bets differentlyas they tried to constructpowerful artificial
intelligence systems (Gardner, 1985, pp. 160-161).
Investigatorsin the AI communitycame to referto general
heuristics such as means-end analysis as weakmethods(see
Rich, 1983, section 3.6). When new to a domain, all a computer or a human could do was deploy weak methods that
turned out weak results. Real power in problem solving
emerged over time, as applicationof weak methods created
the opportunity to learn and store up the ramificationsof
particularmoves in the domain and build the rich database.
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This database would become the real power behind good
problemsolving, leaving the weak methods behind. Investigators spoke of the "power-generalitytradeoff," the more
general the method, the weaker the method. Seeking to
make the best of the situation and taking a cue from the
work of psychologists on expertise, many AI researchers
turned to developing expert systems, which sought to
simulate the intelligence of an expert in a domain through
manipulatinga massive domain-specificknowledge base in
areas such as medical diagnosis (cf. Rich, 1983; Wenger,
1987).
Although the argumentfrom weak methods derived principally from AI, little happened in the psychological community to make a countercase. In particular,a number of
investigators sought to teach Polya's heuristics for mathematical problem solving with little success. Students exhibitedjust exactlythe difficultiesexpected, given the results
of the research on expertise: They didn't know what to do
with the heuristics.They understood the heuristicsin broad
terms but didn't seem to understand the mathematicswell
enough to apply them in the rather complex and context
sensitive ways required. Localknowledge, more than general problem-solving heuristics, appeared to be the bottleneck (Schoenfeld, 1985, pp. 71-74).
The argument from transfer. A third line of argument
seemed to drive the last nail in the coffinof generalcognitive
skills. Accordingto the premise of the "golden age," much
of the knowledge acquired in a particulardomain is inherently general, at least implicitly, and should lead to
transferto other areas. Thus, learning the logic imbedded
in mathematics or in Latin should, for example, yield improved scoreson standardIQ tests or betterlearningin other
seemingly unrelated fields. Similarly,learning to program
computers in a powerful language such as LOGO should
improve students' reasoning and planning abilities.
A variety of studies, initiated as far back as the turn of
the century, generally failed to uphold these predictions.
E. L. Thorndike(e.g., 1923)and Thorndikeand Woodworth
(1901)reported experiments, some on a large scale, showing that training in such fields as Latin and math has no
measurable influence on other cognitive functions, thus
dispelling a then prevalent belief in the training of the
mind's "faculties."
More recent studies have yielded similar findings. Such
studies suggest, for example, that training on one version
of a logical problem has little if any effect on solving an
isomorphic version, differently represented (Hayes &
Simon, 1977);that becomingliteratewith no schooling does
not improve mastery of general cognitive skills (Scribner&
Cole, 1981);or that teachingchildrento use general,contextindependent cognitive strategies has no clear benefits outside the specific domains in which they are taught (for a
summary, see Pressley, Snyder, and Cariglia-Bull,1987).
Findingsfrom researchon the cognitive effects of programming have generally been negative (Pea & Kurland, 1984;
Salomon & Perkins, 1987).
Overall, research on transfer suggests the same conclusion as the arguments from expertise and weak methods:
Thinking at its most effective depends on specific, contextbound skills and units of knowledge that have littleapplication to other domains. To the extent that transferdoes take
place, it is highly specific and must be cued, primed, and

guided; it seldom occurs spontaneously. The case for generalizable,context-independentskills and strategiesthat can
be trained in one context and transferredto other domains
has proven to be more a matter of wishful thinking than
hard empirical evidence (Pressley et al., 1987).
The Skeleton of a Synthesis
We said that the argument from transfermight be the last
nail in the coffin of general cognitive skills. But the skeleton
is restless. Some people seem generally smart-not just
knowledgeable, but insightful no matter the subject.
For instance, if you have mixed some with academic
philosophers, you may have noticed that they have an unsettling habit: You mention some casual claim, and they
often smackyou with a counterexample.Moreover,the discussion does not have to deal with a topic in academic
philosophy. You may be discussing politics, family life, the
dangers of nuclear power plants, or the latest best-seller.
It almost seems as though the philosophers have a general
cognitive skill: the strategy of looking for counterexamples
to test claims.
Is this a general cognitive skill? Recallingthe arguments
from expertise, weak methods, and transfer,you might object this way: "Whathas the appearanceof a generalreasoning strategyin these philosophers'remarksis reallya highly
contextualizedstrategy.The philosopherscan only construct
counterexamples in domains where they have a good
knowledge base."
"More than that," your objection might continue, "certain domainsbringwith them specialcriteriafor what counts
as a counterexample. A counterexampleto a mathematical
claim would have to be constructedappropriatelyfrom the
premises of the mathematicalsystem; a counterexampleto
a legal claim would have to be the result of prior due process. This is a special case of a point that Toulmin (1958),
among others, has emphasized: Different domains share
many structuresof argument, but bring with them somewhat different criteriafor evidence."
These points ought to be granted at once. Yet there is
something disturbing about casting them as an objection:
as though they were exThey treatgeneraland contextualized
clusive of one another.The heartof the synthesis we would
like to suggest challenges this dichotomy. Therearegeneral
cognitive skills; but they always function in contextualized
ways, along the lines articulatedin consideringthe philosophers' habitof mind (cf. Perkins& Simmons, 1987;Perkins,
Schwartz, & Simmons, in press).
Grantingthe need for contextualizationthrough a knowledge base, what arguesthat the philosophers'move of seeking counterexamplesis nonetheless a general,learnable,and
worthwhile cognitive skill? First of all, seeking counterexamples is a strategy for which philosophers show seeming
use: That is, it certainly looks as though they are applying
a general strategy, although perhaps their thinking is entirelycontextualizedand only appearsto be general.Second,
the seeking of counterexamplesitself appearsto play an importantrolein the philosophers' reasoning: It allows them
to detect the flaws in claimsthat otherwise might be missed.
Third, the seeking of counterexamplesseems to be transferrable: Apparently, philosophers pick it up from their
philosophicalstudies and apply it widely to other domains.
Fourth, the move of seeking counterexamples is commonly
absent:Everyday experience suggests that most people do
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not reflexively seek counterexamples. Moreover, research
on everyday reasoning shows that seeking any sort of evidence on the other side of the case is a relativelyraremove,
even in educated populations (Perkins, 1985; Perkins, in
press).
Of course, this is only one case, informallyarguedthrough
everyday observation,and subjectto several objections.It's
real purpose is not to mount a compelling argument for
general cognitive skills but to illustrate what a general
cognitive skill might look like-and rattle the skeleton that
met an early and unceremonious end. To flesh out that
skeleton, we would have to find patternsof informationprocessing that (a) show seeming use, (b) play an important
role, (c) are demonstrably transferrable,and (d) are commonly absent. It would be reasonable to call a pattern of
information processing that satisfies those conditions a
general cognitive skill.
Generality on the Rebound
Throughoutthe period of "the fall," considerableinterest,
in some quarters,continuedto focus on the natureof general
cognitive skills and the potentials of teaching such skills.
In recentyears, results have begun to emerge that challenge
the picture of expert performanceas driven primarilyby a
rich knowledge base of highly context-specific schemata.
One by one, the argumentsfrom expertise, weak methods,
and transfer have begun to show cracks.
We take those arguments up again, reexaminingeach in
light of new findings. In doing so, we enter the region of
recent history and contemporarywork, where results are
scattered, and replicationsare few. Nonetheless, from our
perspective, a new outline is emerging.
When experts face unfamiliar problems. Most of the research on expertise has examined experts addressing standard problemsin a domain-typical chess positions, physics
problems, programmingproblems, and so on. In these circumstances, the experts' behavior appears to be strongly
driven by local knowledge. But this picture could be misleading. What happens when experts tackle atypical problems-not problems outside the domain, but problems less
"textbookish?" Might more general kinds of knowledge
play a more prominent role?
One response to this question would be to dismiss it from
the outset. What does it matter how experts respond to
atypical problems?Expertise certainly should be assessed
and examined with problems typical of the domain. But
such a response takes a narrow view of expertise. Presumably, in many domains, people become experts not to
function as technicians solving new variants of the classic
problemsbut to open the field further.Fromthis standpoint,
atypical problems are just the right test of truly flexible
expertise.
John Clement, working at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, has examined experts'responses to atypical
problems. The results are provocative (Clement, 1982, in
press; see also Johnson, Ahlgren, Blount, & Petit, 1980).As
in other work on expertise, the experts addressing such
problems certainlyuse their rich physics knowledge base,
trying to see the deep structureof the problemand deploying principleslike conservationof energy. But, becausethese
unusual problems do not yield to the most straightforward
approaches,the expertsalso apply many generalstrategies.
- 20

For example, the experts faced with an unfamiliarproblem will often: (a) resort to analogies with systems they
understand better; (b) search for potential misanalogies in
the analogy; (c) refer to intuitive mental models based on
visual and kinesthetic intuition to try to understand how
the target system would behave; (d) investigate the target
system with "extreme case" arguments, probing how it
would work if various parameterswere pushed to zero or
infinity; (e) construct a simpler problem of the same sort,
in hopes of solving that and importing the solution to the
original problem.
There are just a few of the Polya-likestrategiesthat seem
to appear in Clement's protocols;no doubt others could be
identified as well. Such results suggest that a number of
general heuristics not apparent when experts face typical
problems play a prominent role when experts face atypical
problems.
How does Clement's evidence speak to the four conditions needed for the synthesis: seeming use, importantrole,
transferrable,and common absence? These studies give
distinctevidence of seeming use of heuristics.They also give
clear evidence of an important role: In the protocols, the
heuristicsoften constitutecrucialsteps along a subject'spath
to a solution.
However, Clement's studies offerno evidence of transfer.
Although it may seem plausible that a problem solver acquainted with, let us say, extreme case arguments from
physics would sometimes carrythem over to chemistry or
mathematicsproblems,that remainsto be shown. Also, Clement's studies give no directevidence of common absence.
It's plausible that many weaker students of physics fail to
pickup the "extremecase" patternof argumentsimplyfrom
normal learning in the domain, but, again, that remainsto
be shown. (These points are not criticisms of Clement's
studies, which were designed to address other issues.)
It's notable that the general heuristics seemingly used by
Clement's subjects certainly do not substitute for domain
knowledge. On the contrary,the general heuristicsoperate
in a highly contextualized way, accessing, and wielding
sophisticated domain knowledge. In particular,conservation of energy, conservationof momentum, and other deep
structureprinciples of physics are brought to bear, held in
the pincers, so to speak, of these general heuristics.
When weak methods work. Recallthat the argumentfrom
weak methods complainedthat generalheuristicsappeared
not to work very well, either in instructionalexperiments
or in AI. The years have brought changes in that appraisal.
Mathematicianand educatorAlan Schoenfeld, in extensive
work on teaching mathematical problem solving, has
demonstrated that heuristic instructioncan yield dramatic
gains in college students' mathematical problem solving
(Schoenfeld, 1982;Schoenfeld & Herrmann,1982).Schoenfeld emphasizes that this success requires teaching many
of the heuristics in a very contextualized way, so the
heuristicsmake good contactwith students' knowledge base
in the domain (Schoenfeld, 1985, Chapter 3). At the same
time, an importantthrustof Schoenfeld'sapproachis fostering a seemingly quite general level of control or problem
management. Students learn to monitor and direct their
own progress, asking questions such as, "What am I doing now," "Is it getting me anywhere," "What else could
I be doing instead?"This general metacognitivelevel helps
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students to avoid perserverating in unproductive approaches, to remember to check candidate answers, and
so on.
Again, it's worth asking how Schoenfeld's work speaks
to the four elements of the synthesis position. His research
gives evidence of students' use of Polya-like heuristics
(Schoenfeld, 1985), and Schoenfeld's experiments demonstrated that students indeed acquired the use of these
heuristics (Schoenfeld, 1982; Schoenfeld & Herrmann,
1982).Regardingthe heuristics'importantrole, Schoenfeld's
studies also demonstrated that the better performance of
the students on posttesting directly depended on their active use of the heuristics. Protocol analysis disclosed that
those students who used the heuristics performed better,
whereas those who did not failed to show gains. Regarding
common absence, the impressive gains students exhibited
showed that they did not alreadypossess the heuristicsthey
acquired.
However, Schoenfeld's studies offer no evidence of transfer. To be sure, many of the Polya-like heuristics seem
straightforwardlyapplicableto chemistry and physics, and
the generalproblemmanagementstrategyseems even more
widely relevant. However, such observations do not make
the empiricalcase that these skills can be decontextualized
and applied more broadly.
Another recent effort has focussed on teaching general
reading skills to poor readers. Palincsarand Brown (1984)
developed and evaluateda method calledReciprocal
Teaching
that througha process of modeling, guiding, and group participation, has helped young poor readerslearn to monitor
and direct their reading. The intervention encourages and
refines four key cognitive activities: questioningabout the
main points of a paragraph, clarifyingto try to resolve difficulties of understanding, summarizingto capture the
essence of a text, and predicting,to forecastwhat might happen next in the text. Palincsarand Brown'sapproachyielded
dramatic gains in the students' reading comprehension,
transferto in-classreadingin science and social studies, and
long-term retention.
The direct cultivation of these reading strategies and the
resultantgains give evidence of seeming use, importantrole,
and common absence (in the poor reader population). The
matterof transfercan be looked at in two ways: One might
say that transferacrossdomains was demonstrated,because
students showed reading gains in situ in school subjectmatters.Or, one might say that transferacrossdomains was
not addressed, because students were taught and tested on
readingperformancespecifically.The two perspectivesseem
equally defensible because reading is what might be called
a "tool domain," like writing or arithmetic: We learn
reading, writing, and arithmeticin order to apply them to
various content domains, such as literature, history, or
biology.
It's worth noting that the very existence of tool domains
that enhance thinking and learning in content domains, in
itself, constitutes evidence for general cognitive skills of a
sort. Reading is a general cognitive skill, which people
routinely transferto new subjectmatters,beginning to read
in a domain with their general vocabularyand reading tactics and, as they go along, acquiring new domain-specific
words, concepts, and reading tactics. However, reading as
a general cognitive skill does not much resemblethose skills
that have been at issue over the past thirty years-such

strategy-like skills as Polya's heuristics, for instance.
There have been several other seemingly successful efforts to teach cognitive skills of some generality in recent
years, for example, the development and testing of Project
Intelligence,a generalcourse to teach skills of problemsolving, decision making, inventive thinking, and other sorts
(Herrnstein, Nickerson, Sanchez, & Swets, 1986) and the
guideddesignperspective developed by Wales and his colleagues (Wales& Nardi, 1984;Wales & Stager,1978).A general resource reviewing many such programs is Nickerson
et al. (1985).The collection edited by Segal, Chipman, and
Glaser (1985)offers somewhat earlierassessments of several
programs. Resnick (1987) has authored a monograph appraising the promise of work in this area, with cautiously
optimistic conclusions. Likewise, there is considerable
evidence from more basic investigations that learning in
human beings depends on the deployment of generallearning strategies (e.g., recent findings by Bereiter& Tinker,
1988; Chan & Burtis, 1988; Ng, 1988;Ogilvie & Steinbach,
1988).
In artificialintelligence, although work has continued on
expert systems, investigatorshave also returnedto the challenge of producing more general models of mind. Two systems in particular, ACT* (Anderson, 1983) and SOAR
(Laird,Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1984)have been developed
as general models of cognitive processing. Both are learning systems that learn by trying to solve problems. Given
a new class of problems, they commence by applying week
methods. As they work, they search for and store shortcuts in the solution process and so gradually build up a
repertoireof domain-specificchunks, much as human beings do, through extended experience in a domain.
Moreover, the functioning of SOAR, for example, is in
some ways not unlike the functioning of Clement's
physicists facing an unfamiliar kind of physics problem.
SOAR tries the specific moves compiled into its library
throughexperience.But, if SOARencountersan "impasse,"
as it is called, in which the specializedtechniquesit has compiled do not work, it resorts to more general methods.
Importantinstructionalapplications are being built that
continue this AI tradition. An example is GUIDON 2
(Clancey, 1986, 1987), a medical diagnostic expert system
that combines specific medical expertise with more general
reasoning strategies.The latterteach tacticsfor the management of diagnostic hypotheses whereby cases can be
grouped and then differentiatedinto finer categories. The
heuristicsused are quite general and applicableto other domains of problem solving requiringheuristic classification.
It is expected that through interaction with the program,
students might become better problem solvers in medicine
as well as in other domains.
ACT*,SOAR, and GUIDON2 representa provocativereengagement with issues concerningthe interactionbetween
general and local knowledge.
When transfer happens. During the fall, negative findings
on transfergenerally were interpretedas showing that skill
depends mostly on local knowledge and that we have little
abilityto decontextualizeknowledge and apply it in different
domains. However, a more careful examination of the research discloses that the findings that support these conclusions allow other explanations altogether. These other
explanationsaccordgeneralknowledge more potency, with-
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out challenging the idea that local knowledge has great importance.
A casual look at the research on transfer might suggest
that our cognitive apparatus simply does not incline very
much to transfer.But this would be a misapprehension.On
the contrary, when faced with novel situations, people
routinely try to apply knowledge, skills, and specific strategies from other, more familiardomains. In fact, people commonly ignore the novelty in a situation, assimilatingit into
well-rehearsed schemata and mindlessly bringing to bear
inappropriateknowledge and skill, yielding negative transfer (Langer, in press). In other cases, although people fail
to apply purely logical, abstract,or syntacticalrules to formally presented problems (e.g., Wason, 1966), they clearly
do employ analogousinferentialrules to more everydayversions of such problems (e.g. Cheng & Holyoak, 1985).
Moreover,recentresearchshows that, when generalprinciples of reasoning are taught together with self-monitoring
practicesand potentialapplicationsin variedcontexts,transfer often is obtained (e.g. Nickerson, et al., 1985;Palincsar
& Brown, 1984;Schoenfeld, 1978, 1982;Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982). Relatedly, Lehman, Lempert, and Nisbett
(1988)have recently demonstrated that graduate students
in such fields as psychology and medicine show cleartransfer of probabilisticand methodologicalreasoning to everyday problems.
Brown and her associates (e.g., Brown & Kane, 1988;
Brown,Kane,& Long, in press;Brown& Palincsar,in press)
have recently shown in a series of laboratoryand classroom
studies that transferto new problemsdoes take place, even
among three- and four-year-olds, when (a) learners are
shown how problems resemble each other; (b) when learners' attention is directed to the underlying goal structure
of comparableproblems; (c) when the learners are familiar
with the problem domains; (d) when examples are accompanied with rules, particularly when the latter are formulated by the learnersthemselves; and perhaps most importantly, (e) when learning takes place in a social context
(e.g., reciprocalteaching),whereby justifications,principles,
and explanations are socially fostered, generated, and contrasted. It becomes evident from this research, as it does
from that of others (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1987), that
transfer is possible, that it is very much a matter of how
the knowledge and skill are acquired and how the individual, now facinga new situation,goes abouttryingto handle it. Given appropriateconditions, such as cueing, practicing, generatingabstractrules, sociallydeveloping explanations and principles, conjuringup analogies (e.g., Strauss,
1987), and the like, transfer from one problem domain to
another can be obtained. General skills and bits of knowledge taught within a specific context can become transferable.
Specifically,we have proposed two differentmechanisms
by which transferof specificskill and knowledge takes place
(Perkins & Salomon, 1987; Salomon & Perkins, in press).
One mechanism,calledthe "low road" to transfer,depends
on extensive and variedpracticeof a skill to near automaticity (see also Anderson, 1983,on automaticity).A skillso practiced in a large variety of instances becomes applied to perceptually similarsituations by way of response or stimulus
generalization. For example, having driven different cars
under a variety of conditions allows us to shift to driving
a truckfairlyeasily. Unfortunately,learningin many natural
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settings and in many laboratoryexperimentsdoes not meet
the conditionsfor low road transfer:muchpractice,in a large
varietyof situations,leading to a highlevelof masteryandnearForexample, these conditions were not met by
automaticity.
the Vai literatesstudied by Scribnerand Cole (1981),or the
young programmers studied by Pea and Kurland (1984).
The second mechanism, called the "high road," depends
on learners' deliberate mindful abstractionof a principle.
People sometimes abstractprinciples in advance, keeping
them in mind in anticipationof appropriateopportunities
for application, or, in a new situation, reach back to prior
experiences and abstractfrom them principles that might
be relevant. For an example of the latter, in a recent partial
replication of Gick and Holyoak's (1987) analogy studies,
Salomon and Globerson(1987)showed that college students
who were urged to formulatean abstractprinciplefrom two
problems did not show more transferto a new, analogous
problemthan students who were given the principlereadymade. However, the former(but not the latter)showed impressive transferwhen urged to search their memories for
an appropriateprinciple that they may have encountered
before.
Likewise, the expert chess player mobilized to save his
country in our opening story would be expected to mine
the context of chess for chess-bound principlessuch as "get
hold of the board's center," decontextualizethem, and apply them in forms like "let's captureor destroy the enemy's
command centers." Unfortunately, in many real-world
situations and many laboratoryexperiments on transfer,
there is nothing to provoke the active decontextualization
of knowledge, so the high-road mechanism does not operate.
But it can be activated. The transferfindings of Lehman
and his colleagues (1988)are a case in point. In the treatment.employed, graduate students did not just absorb
statisticalprinciples and practicethem to near automaticity; they were urged to comprehend the logic behind them
and mindfully generate abstractions, applying them in a
variety of learning situations. Similarly, Salomon, Globerson, and Guterman (Salomon, 1988)have found that children can acquirereadingstrategiesinvolvingself-monitoring
from a computerizedReadingAid and apply them a month
later to essay writing, a clear case of high-road transferof
a generalized ability (see also Brown & Palincsar, 1988).
In summary, recent research and theorizing concerning
transferput the negative findings cited earlierin a different
light. These findings do not imply either that people have
little abilityto accomplishtransferor that skill is almost entirelycontext bound. Rather,the negative results reflectthe
fact that transfer occurs only under specific conditions,
which often are not met in everyday life or laboratoryexperiments (Brown, Kane, & Long, in press). When the conditions aremet, useful transferfrom one context to another
often occurs.
So Are Cognitive Skills Context-Bound?
As the psychological tale has unfolded, the answer to the
question looks to be, "Yes and no." The tale is one of
neglected complexities.Earlyadvocacyof general cognitive
skills overlooked the importanceof a rich knowledge base,
took it for grantedthat generalheuristicswould make ready
contactwith a person's knowledge base, and had few worries about transfer, which was supposed to happen more
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or less spontaneously. Mistakes all three, these oversights
led to considerableskepticismabout generalcognitive skills,
the view that cognitive skills in the main were context
bound, and interesting developments in the psychology of
expertise as well as artificialintelligence work on expert
systems.
But more recent results suggest that this trend had its
blind spots too, in neglecting how general heuristics help
when experts face atypicalproblemsin a domain, how general heuristicsfunction in contextualizedways to access and
deploy domain specific knowledge, and how lack of conditions needed for transfer,ratherthan domain specificity, is
to blame for many cases of failure of transfer. These more
recentresults point toward the synthesis that we now think
might be fleshed out.
Whatgeneral cognitive skills are like. In the synthesis, general cognitive skills do not function by somehow taking the
place of domain-specificknowledge, nor by operating exactly the same way from domain to domain. Rather,cognitive skillsare generaltools in much the way the human hand
is. Your hands alone are not enough; you need objects to
grasp. Moreover, as you reach for an object, whether a pen
or a ball, you shape your hand to assure a good grip. And
you need to learnto handle differentobjectsappropriatelyyou don't pick up a baby in the same way you pick up a
basket of laundry.
Likewise,generalcognitiveskillscan be thought of as general gripping devices for retrieving and wielding domainspecificknowledge, as hands that need pieces of knowledge
to grip and wield and that need to configure to the kind
of knowledge in question. Remember,for instance, the case
of thinking of counterexamples. As you learn a new subject matter, trying to think of counterexamples to claims
surely is a good criticalposture to maintain. But you have
to accumulateknowledge in the domain with which to find
or build counterexamples.And you have to develop a sense
of what countsas a counterexamplein the domain. Similarly, in applying to this new domain a reading strategy that
asks you to summarize,you have to develop a sense of what
counts as relevant.Or, in applyingan extremecase heuristic
to the new domain, you have to find out what dimensions
are significant, so that you will know how to push a proposition to an extreme meaningful in that domain.
Of course, none of this need to learn and to adjust implies that the cognitive gripperyou are using lacks generality. All specificapplicationsof anything generalneed to configure to the context. This approachacknowledges the importance of domain-specific adjustments, which indeed
often are challenging, while maintaining the reality and
power of general cognitive skills.
Completing the case. It should be acknowledged that the
findings supporting this synthesis paint a partialand scattered picture. Indeed, the four conditions for generality
mentioned earlier-seeming use, important role, transferable, and common absence-offer a map of the kinds of empirical work needed to test the matter further.
Regardingseeminguse, more protocol studies are needed
that examine experts addressing atypical problems within
their domain of expertise, to check for seeming use of general strategies.Also, more experimentsin teachingheuristics
are needed that test whether gains in problem solving can

be attributeddirectlyto the use of the heuristics. Both sorts
of studies would also address the question of importantrole,
because they can show general strategies figuring crucially
in finding solutions. Teachingexperimentscan also address
commonabsence,by documenting that students lack certain
strategies before intervention and gain from their use after
intervention.
Supposing that positive results accrue on seeming use,
importantrole, and common absence, then the issue of generalityhangs on the questionof transfer,where considerably
more work is needed. Transfer can prove more or less
robust, even the least robust case providing some evidence
of generality. In the strongest case, a person mastering a
general method by contextualizing it to a domain would
spontaneously transferit to other domains. Lackingspontaneous transfer,the person might show transferif a teacher
or other source alerted the learner to its relevance in the
new domain. If even that failed, it might still be so that instructionsystematicallyhelping the learnerto contextualize
the method in the new domain would go more quicklybecause of prior experience in the original domain. As mentioned in the section on transfer,some contemporaryresults
show one or another of these patterns. But much careful
systematic work on the question has yet to be done.
Educating Memories Versus Educating Minds
We are fairly confident in the synthesis position outlined
here, not only because it makes sense of both the negative
and positive findings so far, but also because it makes sense
of everyday observations-such as the philosophers' wont
to pick apart claims with counterexamples. But what is its
import for education?
Despite many effortsto refashioneducationalpracticesto
cultivate more thoughtful learning within and across domains, the fact of the matteris that most educational practice remains doggedly committed to imparting facts and
algorithms.Regrettably,E. D. Hirsch (1987)and other educatorshave even taken the negative argumentsfrom expertise, weak methods, and transferas reasons to eschew attention to higher order skills so that more time is given to
building students' factual knowledge base in a domain.
This seems particularlyunfortunate. To be sure, general
heuristics that fail to make contact with a rich domainspecific knowledge base are weak.But when a domainspecificknowledge base operateswithout generalheuristics,
it is brittle-it serves mostly in handling formulaicproblems.
Although we don't want the weak results of the kind of attention to general heuristicsthat neglects knowledge base,
we also don't want the brittlecompetency forged by exclusive attentionto particularizedknowledge! We would hope
for more from education. And, accordingto the synthesis
theory, we can get more.
As noted earlier,severalcontemporaryexperimentsin the
directteaching of cognitive skills have yielded very positive
results. Moreover, guidelines are available for classroom
practicesthat can fosterthe transferof knowledge and skills
(Perkins& Salomon, 1987,1988).The factremains,however,
that most efforts to cultivate general cognitive skills have
not focussed on bringing together context-specificknowledge with general strategicknowledge. Rather, they have
taken the form of courses or minicourses segregated from
the conventionalsubjectmattersand make littleeffortto link
up to subject matter or to nonacademic applications (cf.
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Nickerson et al., 1985; Segal et al., 1985).
In contrast,the approachthat now seems warrantedcalls
for the intimate intermingling of generality and contextspecificity in instruction. A few methodologies and educational experimentshave addressed exactlythat agenda (e.g.
Mirman& Tishman,1988;Palincsar& Brown, 1984;Perkins,
1986; Schoenfeld, 1985;Wales & Stager, 1978). We believe
that this directionin educationis promisingand provocative:
It gets beyond educating memories to educating minds,
which is what education should be about.
The Chess Master's Chances
It's high time to return to the chess master's chances of becoming an insightful political and militarycounsel. In the
golden age of generalcognitiveskills, many might have said,
"Give it a try!" albeitwith some caveats. Afterthe fall, most
would have said, "No way!" Now, what should we say?
The rightresponse seems to be that we should firstgather
more informationabout this chess master. Does he already
have some general principles ("control the center-any
center")ratherthan entirelycontextualizedprinciples("control the middle squares of the chess board")? How metacognitive is his thinking about his chess play and other life
activities?Does he tend to do what high-road transfercalls
for: mindfully decontextualize principles?Or, in contrast,
is he a gifted intuitive player of chess, with an enormous
fund of experience but little predilection to reflect and
generalize? Depending on the answers to such questions,
we might forecast his chances as ranging from "No way!"
to "There's some hope." Although recognizing the great
importance of years of experience in a domain, the latter
would be far from a sure bet.
If there is a sure bet to be had, it is that, with the polarized debate about general as opposed to local knowledge
quieting down, we are open to learning much more about
how general and local knowledge interactin human cognition. And, of course, we can put that understanding to use
in educationalcontexts. We forecastthat wider scale efforts
to join subject-matterinstructionand the teaching of thinking will be one of the exciting stories of the next decade of
research and educational innovation.
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